
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 The last leg of the UK swing sends us to the north of Scotland for the Scottish Championship Fairmont 
St Andrews is located in the St Andrews region and it will be nice to see some coastal links golf.  
 
The event is a Rolex series event which will attract the attention of some of the good players with race 
to Dubai points up for grabs. A lot of players will take a break as they prepare for the masters but there 
is still some quality in the field and whenever we get to see some links golf it is always worth tuning in 
to! 
 

The Torrance Course at Fairmont St Andrews is a coastal links style course and is only a short drive 
from The Old Course at St Andrews. Fairways are wide and exposed and are lined with fescue and 
rough. The greens are speedy and the greens open up for the front so we can expect to see some lower 
running shots played like true links golf is. Playing the holes can really come down to the weather but 
expect to see some risk reward golf and some creating choices in playing the holes. 
 
The weather is expected to be dry and fairways calm so lower scoring is predicted. 

Jacks Tips 

  Matthew Southgate 34-1 ⭐⭐⭐⭐ 
⭐⭐⭐bobbyfallon24@hotmail.com 

 
Southgate the Links course specialist is my top pick for this week. Southgate has had some great results in 
these type of courses and is looking like a great each way option. Made 9/10 cuts since the restart suggests 
the consistency is there and 9th a fortnight ago with great Driving and GIR stats suggests if the putter gets 
hot he wins the event. 
 

Tournament Information – Scottish Championship 

Course Information – Fairmont St Andrews 

Connor Syme 40-1 ⭐⭐⭐ 
I am sticking with the Syme selection after some close calls. This week does look like it suits his game with 
driving very strong and course strategy also strong. The only negative has been the putting. I am sure he 
has been working on that to  
 

First Round Leader -  Alejandro Canizares 81-1 

Teeing of early and is known to get off to a hot start.  


